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Abstract 

 

This chapter focuses on introducing the various other chapters in the book. It focuses on the 

youth population that dwells around night clubs, raves and parties in the USA and Great 

Britain. This chapter elevates some serious questions regarding the cultural empowerment 

and the traditional role of the growing academic order, cultural studies. It also wraps up not 

only the club prospects and its relationship with the media, but also the history of 

discotheques, the decline of live music and the equivalent rise in popularity of its pre-

recorded counterpart, as well as the notion of hipness (a concept vital to the younger 

generation). The author explains how common preference for music draws the youth together 

and makes them flock at the night clubs. (The birth of disco, 2015)  

The author goes on to explain how inside the clubs there is an ecosystem of their own 

beginning from the phony new arrivals to the eldest of the lot who have been frequenting the 

night clubs. She also describes how different types of approach conglomerate at the night 

clubs. Some people consider the clubs to be a place for real fun, others just visit the clubs to 

remain wanted in the peer group they belong to. (Thornton, 1995) 

The author speaks about the rapid change of live music fading out into the era of pre-recorded 

music. Pre-recorded music is easier to carry around, needs one person to handle and requires 

less money to be spent for the club owners. Live music requires a great deal of stage 

preparations and equipment. Instead, one person can have a plethora of recorded music and 

play it at the discotheque. 
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